HONGKHAM BOUTHDUANGTHIP
VISION

Building Professional teachers forward to Excellence, Precious features, Symbolic Culture Promotion, Environment Development, Getting ready forward to internationals
MISSION

1. Upgrade quality of teacher Education curriculum to be relevant to general Education curriculum
2. Academic Affairs Promotion and continuous teacher professional Development
3. Building strong internal Quality Assurance (QA) based on the 10 criteria and 50 indicators.
4. Teaching and learning in classroom researching to go forward to center of Development (COD) and Center of Excellence (COE) in future.
5. Promote activities that cultivate student’s ideas to have good feature and to be aware of local symbolic culture value.
6. Protect and preserve green environment to support teaching and learning. Develop teaching and learning administration system to be sufficient and close to the international standard
EDUCATION POLICY
To ensure that teachers and students have developed sustainable. Educational policy in our college has been to provide in the curriculum as follows:

1. Education for all
2. Inclusive education
3. Conservation and maintenance of the college environment
4. Gender
5. The preservation of Lao culture (On Wednesday, teachers and students must dress in ethnic costume and having a Cleaning School Day).
Expanded training after attending Souphanouvong University on 18-21 / 12/2017, we have some changes as:

- Make the College a clean and beautiful environment.
- Educate teachers and students to understand the current environment as well as the social development that affects people's lives and the environment.
Practice the equipment for storage and disposal of rubbish
Create volunteer groups students to develop and maintain the environment.
CHALLENGING AND WEAK

- People lack of knowledge about social change by using technology.
- limited budget
THANK YOU